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l. Ip. &YRWIQ''

The Plenary met for half an hour this morning and adjoumtd until Wednesday
morning, {not bcfon: midday. and subject to the Chairman's call) in order to 
facilitale further bilaterals.

We met the British Government, the SDLP and the UDP. There was general 
consensus that the talks may shortly breuk down over dociommissioning unless
a way can be found through the present impme. 

We made clear that the Government would wish to be convinced that the
approach proposed by the British Government last wcc:k is a viable exit 
stratqy - rather thm a potential trap which effeatively involves ratcheting us
close to the Washington Three precondition and is also at variance with the
MitchcU Report.

2. The Government delegation today was led by Minister Coveney.

3. The Plenary, chaiml by PM Holkcri, met at noon for half an hour. It was agreed tha1
it would be helpful to Jet bilateral, continue and that the Plenary would not meet again
before noon on Wednesday. · (It seems Wllikely it will meet before next week).

4. In this sosaion, McCartney (in the unchallqed role of spokesman for the Unionist 
side) summed up three points from the papers submitted by the three Unionist pame,.
First, any ceasefire declared must be complete in nature in permanent in extent. 
Second, the declaration must be accClmpanfed by tM handing-over of a substantial 
amowit of waapons. Third, decommissioning must not be linked to progress in the
negotiations.

5. At a bilateral meeting, me Secrer.ary of Swe explained last week's British 
Government paper in terms of the UUP's need for political cover in the context of
possible Sinn Fmn entry into the talks. The paper had not been shown io David 
Trimble but its ideas had been aircd.-With him (and had drawn a leas than enthusiastic
response). The Secretary of Slate underlined bow close the talks were to collapse. 

6. Minister Coveney recopised this but made clear that we could not go alona with an
approach which involved a mreat towards Washington Three. Efforts were being 
made to satisfy Trimble's voracious appmtc for politi"l eovcr at the: expc:nsc of most
other interests in the talks process. 'Iba Mmisttr recalled the successive: steps agreed
to by the two Governments in order to meet Unioniats concerns. These had beat
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entirely unreciprocated. 

7. The Secretary of State and Michael Ancram denied any intention to revert to
Wuhinston Three. We commented that the British proposal was either an exit
�ttategy or a trap. If they could persuade us that it offered the former, and did not
simply involve further ratchctil1g back to Washington Three, our Govemrnent would
be willing to look at this. If, ho�ver, we were being asked simply to "try this out",
without any guarantee that it would semae the transition to meaningful three•stranded
negotiations and a realistic approach to deco�ssioning. this would effectively mean
that the talks were going to break down over the decommissi� issue. If so there
was little point in 1oina to elaborate lengths merely to come up with die same
outcome at a slightly later stage.

8. · In response, the British emphasised the non-mandatory nature of the judgement which
they were proposing for the Commission and also the value of the envisaged liaison
committee as a means of ensuring political input to this judgement. They indicated
that Trimble had been unenthusiutic about vestin& in the Commission anything
approximating to a decision on the timing of decommissioning.

9. The meetina ended �onclusivcly. The discussion will be resumed at the
Conference meeting scheduled for Wcdncaday evening.

10. The SDLP indicated some aimoyance to us over the UUP' s preparation and
subsequent cin:ulation of a paper (which cffc�vcly alians them with the DUP and
UK.UP positions on dccommis.4'ioning) at the very time when the SDLP and lhc UUP
were supposedly engaged in bilateral itforu to find a joint 10lution to the impasse.
They were, in consequence, reserved on the Alliance proposal for a trilateral meeting
between the SDLP, the UUP and Alliance.

11. The UDP expressed considerable gloom about the prospects for the process and the
co�uences of a collapse for their own situation on the ground. They showed
disappointment with the position reflected in the lJUP paper, aad awd the two
Governments to inten:ede with the SDLP and the UUP to find an agreed way forward.

12. They expressed extreme unease at the prospect of setting up the verification
commiuion "Upfront" and indicated they may now become more overtly critical of
tbc Unionist Parties' position (Ervine scam to be drinking along the same lines).

13. We were told today that General De Cbastclain planned to discuss with the two
Govemmcnts some ideas arising 1iorn comacts which he had with ''the panies" last
week, but is penuaded of the wisdom of cleariDg this with Soswor Mitchell first.

14. The SDLP briefed us on bilaterals they had with the UUP and Alliance this aftemoon.

t S. The uuP delegation had included Trimble and Maginnis, who seemed to have no
. knowledge of earlier UUP/SDLP dilCUS$1on, and denied there had been any bad faith 

in publi&hins a paper on decommissioning whim bore no n:ladonship whatever to that 
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discussion. It was unclear to the SOLP whether they were signalling there: was any 
latitude in terms of their stated position, so a further meeting has been scheduled for 
tomorrow. (They mentioned the forthcoming DUP Coafcrence as an inhibiting factor 
for discussions next week). 

16. Alliance seemed in despair and �onccded that the current UUP seemed to vindicate
the pessimistic analysis on Unionist intentions which the SOLP had proffered to the
Alliance Party proposal last week. They will have a trilateral with Alliance and the
UUP tomorrow, but without any great expectations.

David Donoghue 
18 November 1996 
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